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As would be expected, the reactions to an implementation
of thorough and efficient education have run a wide gamut. There
are extremes: those who claim that thorough and efficient edu-
cation in New Jersey public schools is and always has been in
existence, and those who claim that thorough and efficient edu-
cation cannot be achieved without drastic change and increased
expenditures. Of course, the truth is not inherent in either of
these positions. The definition of thorough and efficient edu-
cation will vary from district to district. Accordingly, dis-
tricts will find that the parameters provide for numerous options
in developing processes to achieve thorough and efficient edu-
cation. The Department of Education will do everything possible
to assist districts in becoming aware of the many alternatives
open to them. Guidelines in draft form will be available soon.
Meanwhile, as one service to districts, we are making available
this catalog of planning models.

The component models of comprehensive educational planning
described herein have been selected as a result of a nationwide
search conducted by the Systems Design and Development staff. The
contents of this "Modelog" offer a wide and varied coverage of
educational planning components and should prove useful to local
school districts. However, there is no intended implication
that the "Modelog" is exhaustive; therefore, local school dis-
tricts are not discouraged from seeking, reviewing, and select-
ing other component models of their chice.

We must commend the designers of the "Modelog"; long hours
of research and writing are evident. Furthermore, the "Modelog"
fills an obvious void by providing a compendium of component
models which can be selected and supplemented to satisfy a local

0 school district's planning needs. It is our hope that the "Modelog"
proves to be a helpful tool in the local school district's im-
plementation of a thorough.and efficient system of education. In
closing, I would like to assure you that in the coming months we
will attempt to provide as much additional assistance as possible
to the districts.

Fred G. Burke
Commissioner of Education
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A P SPE VE ON EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

Modelog is intended to be a kind of Sears, Roebuck catalog
for educational planning; This reference guide should enhance
consumer choice in the selection of plarining models. It is an-
ticipated that more and more local school districts will be seek-
ing to initiate, develop or upgrade their planning activities
under the mandate of the "Thorough and Efficient" court decision
and subsequent legislation. It is time perhaps to rethink our
perspective on educational planiiing generally. Such a perspec-
tive must incorporate several considerations.

First, it is clear from recent decisions at both the State
and Federal level that State governments are being expected to
re-examine and to reassume their constitutional responsibilities
for education. Over 60 percent of the states had enacted some
kind of accountability legislation by the end of 1974. Begin-
ning in 1963 with the Pennsylvania Reorganization Act that has
served as the basis for the Pennsylvania Educational Quality
Act, the number of educational accountability laws began to in-
crease in the late 1960s and seems to have peaked in the mid.
1970s. This trend in the reexamination of state responsibility
for education was complemented.by the U.S. Congress with the
passage of PL 93-380 which amended the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965. This legislation represents the consol-
idation of federal categorical programs into a kind of special
revenue sharing for education. An Annual Program Plan for State
Education is required under this legislation. It would be un-
fortunate, however, if these trends are not accompanied by an
effort to enhance the capability of local districts to do better
planning in relation to these educational goals and priorities.
The State Department of Education in New Jersey, through its
plans for decentralization and the development of four educa-
tional improvement centers, is adopting a policy of supporting
through technical assistance the evolution of a greater local
ability to develop rational models of educational administration.
Modelog is one product of that policy.
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A second consideration has to do with whodoes what plan-
ning. It is not anticipated that the evolving emphasis on edu-
cational planning means that districts must become dependent
upon so-called professional planners or outside consultants.
Good planning models should not be incongruent with the canons
of common sense. Some planning models do, however, require some
degree of data manipulation or processing; others require that
a pattern of communication and dialogue be established. These
requirements, however, involve skills which are common in the
education profession.

A third consideration has to do with priority-setting and
resource allocation. As American society enters a time of post-
affluence, American education is experiencing a series of eco-
nomic dislocations. As one governor indicated, "The days of
wine and roses are over." Some, if not many, meritorious pro-
grams in education will continue to go unfunded. Although there
is likely to be some redistribution of resources within educa-
tion, we cannot be optimistic that there will be any dramatic
increase in the total amount of resources going to education.
This is reason enough to be concerned that priority goals are
established and that planning to meet those goals is adequately
supported. The goals oT education may vary from district to
district but the planning process in support of those goals is
likely to correspond to some general guidelines upon which the
education profession can agree. We are hopeful that Modelog
can facilitate a professional dialogue about the nature of such
guidelines.

Gary Gappert
Assistant Commissioner
Division of Research,
Planning and Evaluation
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Education in the past has focused its energy on the identifica-
tion and use of materials almost entirely related to instruc-
tional strategies (e.g., curriculum development, in-service
training, grading systems, etc.). The demand for greater ac-
'countability, the emergence of legislation designed to ensure
"thorough and efficient" education, an&the growing interest on
the part of community people in playing an active role in the
process of educational decision-making have intensified interest
in the process of education. The need to clearly identify and
relate desired results to educational programs and the resources
needed to carry out those programs has created demand for dif-
ferent kinds of "tools" to be available to today's educator.
The New Jersey Department of Education, in response to requests
by numerous local school districts, conducted a national search
for existing materials and procedures related to one or more of
the following six categories:

1. Goal setting procedures

2. Writing objectives and using existing banks of objectives

3. Assessment procedures

4. Guidelines for program selection

5. Evaluating program effectiveness

6. Evaluating program efficiency

Modelog, a catalogue of selected materials in each of these
categories, is the result of that national search. This cat-
alogue does not and could not Contain every existing model. It
is, however, a comprehensive collection of models. Generally,
each has a clear and complete description of what tasks need
to be completed to carry out the model's purpose. Each results

7_ 8



in tangible products or outcomes. Each is deemed to be econom-
ically feasible for use in most districts. Each is written in
a language and style usable by local districts and, in some
cases, community people.

Modelog is designed as a resource only. It provides schools
with a survey of planning models in each of six categories. It
also contains information that can assist districts it deter-
mining the appropriateness of individual models for their par-
ticular situations.

The information is of three kinds:

1. The identification of which planning category each model
addresses (e.g., goals, assessment, etc.).

2. The identification of the original developer of the materi-
als, the name of the publisher or distributor, and app ox-
imate costs.

3. Concise descriptions of each model extracted frcn original
source material covering such information as overview;
outline of procedures; and, where applicable, special fea-
turps.

The major focus of each program is indicated in the Table of
Contents by an asterisk in the components column; any secondary
focus by a plus sign. In the text itself, this is conveyed
through the use of dark and light shading in the components
graphic at the beginning of each priogram.
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Advocacy, an interaction game, takes information gathered in
a community assessment in the form of student goals and asks
players to select and rank these goals in order of importance.
Also, it was designed to help people select and rank training
programs necessary to achieve the student goals (e.g. teacher
in-service workshops). One particular advantage of this ac-
tivity is that players assume roles and experience new per-
spectives. In Advocacy, participants become members of the
following groups: 1) teachers; 2) students; 3) board members;
4) administrators; or 5) community members.

This approach provides a great deal of interaction among the
players as they actively complete their tasks. Through guided
discussions by group facilitators, goals are ranked on a num-
bered mat and are tabulated at the end of each of three rounds.
Participants can send messages via "runners" or-speak via a
public address system advocating a particular goal. New,goals
may be introduced and proposed before the entire group at any
time. Effective communication steps keep groups informed as
to each other's progress. The final outcome is a list of pri-
oritized student goals and training procedures for achieving
these goals.

The developer of Advocacy views the listing as a school's "de-
velopment blueprint." It is recommended that the game be re-
played every three years to Maintain community interest and
support.



1. Needs assessment information is converted onto goal

cards.
2. A director and facilitators are named.

3. A maximum of 150 players is selected for the game.

Choices of selection criteria and sampling tech-

niques are optional.
4. Players are assigned roles (teabhers, citizens, etc.)

and work in groups of 10/(10 teachers, 10 students,

etc.) with a game facilitator at individual tables.

5. (Round I) The groups, through discussion, rank goals

as to importance. Results are tabulated and posted,

6. (Round II) The groups prioritize proposed training
programs related to highest ranked goals in Round I.
Results again are tabulated and posted.

7. (Round III) The groups match and rank in sets both
the highest goals and priority programs. Results

are tabulated and the final list of ranked goals is

prepared.
8. The final report is prepared for the board and

community.

In order to conduct the game, a director (a trained staff
member), one facilitator per table of 10 participants, and a
record keeper are necessary. Limited training is necessary.
Advocacy can be played in 31/2 hours with a few hours reading

time required before the activity. Pre-planniha time is re-

quired by the director and facilitators to gather and prepare

information.

The Game:
... involves community interaction.
... ranks student goals as well as the training pro-

cedures necessary to achieve the goals.

... is well-planned; structured.

... has a short time requirement.

... is very inexpensive to implement.
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Atlanta, Georgia
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2 3 4 6

The goal-setting phase of the Atlanta Assessmeht Project sug-
gests an effective method of establishing and ranking future-
oriented goals. This model is essentially a case-study des-
cribing an ESEA Title III project. Participating in the rating
and ranking of goals are representatives of. the community (from
various occupational levels, etc.), educators, and high school
students. Each group is given a list of preestablished goals
developed by a state advisory committee and abstracts of pre-
dictions for the future. A district adopting this approach may
use other sources (e.g. objective banks, local surveys, etc.)
or opt to generate its own goal statements. Participants are
involved in three rounds of activities during which goals are
judged as to importance on a six-point scale and then priori-
tized. During each round, each participant makes a series of
judgments, each successive judgment being made in the light of
a summary of judgments of\all participants in the previbus
round. The method is designed to produce increasing agreement
among participants. Results of the Atlanta program show this
method of obtaining concen us to be particularly successful
with community representati es. The case study material pre-
sents selection criteria an methods for ensuring cross-
representation of the community. Districts will find the anal-
yses of information received from participants to be compre-
hensive and helpful in determining community perceptions.

The Atlanta case study suggests the\following steps to be con-
sidered by a district.

18
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1. Project staff identifies a list of goal statements
developed by a state advisory committee or another
source.

2. Staff edits and revises statements into separate
goals.

3. A questionnaire is designed asking respondents to
rank goals.

4. Staff prepares a series of abstracts concerned with
possible future conditions/projections. This infor-
mation forms a frame of reference for participants.

5. A representative panel of community members is iden-
tified and invited to participate. A variety of se-
lection methods can be used to ensure broad community
representation.

6. During three rounds, participants are interviewed and
asked to rate and rank the goals. Additional goals
can be suggested.

7. Project staff tallies and analyzes information.
8. This same process is repeated with representative

groups of educators and high school students.

The size and scope of the project will determine staffing and
cost. A director may choose to use outside consultants to
prepare preliminary information (e.g. future predictions),
interview participants, and/or analyze information. Required
is a list of educational goals developed by an outside source
or generated by participants. Time commitment will depend
,apon how a district chooses to obtain information from partic-

ipants. Individual interviews, small group sessions, or a
large group meeting are some of the alternatives.

The Assessment Procedures:
... have an effective method of obtaining concensus.
... are flexible; allow for options (e.g. aenerating

original/using pre - established goals).
... contain comprehensive analyses and comparisons of

information from various groups (e.g. teachers,
students).

... provide community members with insight into the
value of educational needs assessment activities.
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Community-Perceived Needs Assessment Module

( Source:
Research for Better

1

Schools, Inc.
Administrating for Change;
Program
1700 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 15103-)
(215) 561-4100

Cost:
Contact Source

Copyright:
1973

r- 71
/ COMPONENTS IN MODEL / I

2 3 4 5 6

Six training modules comprise the Community-Perceived Needs
Assessment Module program. They are appropriate for any dis-
trict attempting to understand community perceptions. The
program is completely self-explanatory and is designed to
give sbhool administrators skills in identifying community
opinions.

The major phases of the progr#m are: 1) planning a Project;
2) identifying sampling procedures; 3) preparing a question-
naire (e-.g. rating scale, open-ended); 4) collecting data;
5) processing the information and drawing conclusions for a
written report.

Recommended is'a preliminary study in which administrators
identify a-problem area, purpose of the study, and methods
to be used (e.g. mailed interviews, structured questionnaires).
Booklet I presents suggestions which make this study relatively
easy to conduct.

Research for Better Schools, Inc., has prepared self-
explanatory manuals which contain clear and specific instruc-
tions. Each module consists of instructional material, guide-
lines, planning worksheets, post-tests, samples, task sheets,
checklists, etc. Alternatives are presented along with a
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of each
approach.

20
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THE TEACHER CENTER AS A STRATEGY FOR LOCAL'SCHOOL RENEWAL

I want to make clear at the outset that whatever represen-

tations there 'are here that seem worthy and good are the prod-

uct of people from Minneapolis who aren't here today. I wish

you could come and talk with them directly and see the Teacher

Center in operation - and you are welcome. Through the NIE

grant and the Experimental Schools grant we have facilities

for meeting you and escorting you through the programs that

are going on, and for providing you with good and detailed

background information.

Let me make three or four points very quickly. The,school

district which I represent has 55,600 students It is losing

enrollment at about the same rate as the subUrbs. It has about

. 90 teaching spaces or buildings of one type.or'another, and a

faculty of 3,300. It is very well supported, by comparison

with other major cities, in terms of maintenance budget-. It

C:ct is decentralized. There are three area superintendents who

r, exercise the authority of the superintendent; and I mean do

o
exercise that authority, sometimes even to the point where I

44
w sit behind my desk and bite my nails because I would rather be
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out there on the line. If you have not decentralized, I ask

you as superintendents to keep in mind that you will have to

adjust your life-styles also, if you are going to give the
o

authority and the power for the exercise of that discretion in

the field. The three decentralized areas are similar; each

with about 19,000 students, and approximately etatial distribu-

tion of minority and low-income populations.

In addition to these areas there is a fourth area -- the

Experimental Schools area.-- which embraces a sector of the

/city closest to the University of Minnesota. We have had an

excellent relationship with the University because Dean Merwin

and his colleagues understand City schools and.are concerned

and involved and participate with us. The Experimental Schools

Project, called Southeast Alternatives, now in its fourth year,

was designed to create the opportunity for educational alterna-

tive - not option, but alternative. There is a distinction to

be made.

For the past four years, then, in that Southeast area where

there are approximately 2,100 students, the parents have selected

the style of education they desired for their children - an open

school,.a free school, a traditional,or conventional school, or

a continuous prOgress school. The school district made the

arrangements for the accommodation of that type of learning and

teaching.

In September, 1974, a total of 7,750 elementary students

in Minneapolis made the choice of where they would go'to

school, based on three of the Southeast models. The model

which we didn't duplicate was the Free School, because.that
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still has absorptive capacity.

As a'process requirement for making our school system

responsive to a changing, multiple clientele, the notion of

inservice and staff develophentshas been paramount.. It was

to thispurpose that the initial NIE grant includedefunds for

.J
development of the Teacher Center to support` the Southeast

Alternatives Project. Approximately eight months ago, we

secured an additional NIE grant for the. creation of a second

Teacher Center.

- I have learned that when One talks to alternatives,- or

even option, which is a lesser degfee,n my judgment, of

alternative choice in educational style, one is really talking

to the issue of governance; one is- really talking to the issue,
A

of the sharing of power. \ I cannot emphasiie that point.too

strongly as.I describe to you what has: happened ip Minneapplis.

The second Teacher Center, which is in one of our three

major decentralized areas -- the East Area -- embraces four

schools and incorporates some of the work which was accomplished

in the past two years as a result of experiences in the South-
.

east Area. In.this East Area,this year, 4,500 students and

their parents selected a style of learhing . . . contemporary,

continuous progress or modified open. The East Area. Teacher

center provided faculty with the retraining needed to make this

possible.

In the last five years, if not the last decade, many,

many new demands have been placed on schools. In Minneapolis.

this certainly has been true, and some of the things we have

committed to have required us to have sort of a constant ferment,

4
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a constant welling up of the potential of new ideas, new atti-

tudes, new approaches and new concepts: These have included the

commitment of the Board by unanimous vote to alternatives for

all children in our city school district by September 1976; and

a reaffirmation in terms of the capacity of our district to in-

sure that our children learn adequate communication and compre-

hension skills of all kinds and positive self-image. We are in

the midst of what we believe is a successful - although not

perfect -- desegregation move in our city. It is a volunteer

program from the point of view of the School 'Board; that is, we

produced our own plan for desegregation and mandated it on com-

munity. Then we were taken to court for not moving fast enough.

But the federal court accepted our multi- phased plan, and we are

now in the third year of this phase -in, which has required the

changing of boundaries, the changing of school organization, the

moving of children. About 12,000 students are moving by bus in

our city for the purpose of desegregation.

We have concurrently begun a frontal attack on the issue of

individual and institutional racism. A task force of faculty

and citizens has ptoduced a report which is significant and im-

pressive. I was a participant in the development of that study.

It also has been of sufficient concern to me to have had me slow

down in the administrative management of that_particular report

for several months; long enough so that last week some of my

greatest colleagues called a rump session and invited me and

thanked me for not moving faster to provide more administrative

direction with respect to the issue of institutional and indi-

vidual racism.
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Desegregation/integration, alternatives, and decentraliza-

tion have been major changes. And there have been other changes.

We have created a very, very significant, small but impressive

Department of Women's Studies and-its staff has produced signif-

icant information requiring many of our faculty and administra-

tors to alter theiriapproach toward those statements and those

behaviors which have contributed to what my colleagues call

"blatant sexism."__-

There is now, for the second year, a Department of Indian

Education; I think the only one in the nation which has its

major source of support from local school district funds.

Progress has been made in all of these areas, including

a transcending commitment to the notion of improving human rela-

tionships. With all of these concurrent changes in the public

schools of Minneapolis, there has been a need for a significant

emphasis on teacher and staff development; a need to provide

opportunity for teachers and other staff people to find oases,

where in the quiet and the calm they could reexamine that which

they had done and consider that which they were being called

upon or were responding voluntarily to do in order to make the

district more responsive to its clients. Hence the notion of

doing things as they had always been done has given way to the

requirement for change. In large measure change and retraining

for change has been strongly supported by the Federation of

Teachers, Local 59, the exclusive bargaining agent, and by the

CMEA, which is the NEA affiliate, which does not have the au-

thority now, based on an election, but which also has stood in

strong support of the efforts of the school district.

6
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The traditional inservice model. wasn't working particularly

well for us. We knew this in the period when we were developing

the Southeast Alternatives Program, with its 2,100 students in

six schools - elementary, junior and senior high school. We

thought we needed a new way to develop a process. We needed to

develop an opportunity for teachers to learn new skills without

threat, or intimidation, or the uncomfortableness which comes

to any of us when we know we ought to go and relearn, or ought

to go and expose ourselves to _someone or something that knows

more than we know. That has never been a comfortable thing for

me to do and,it certainly wasn't for many others who recognized

similar retraining needs.

The new delivery system for inservice training in Minneapolis

began in 1972, when the Teacher Center was first developed to

serve the Southeast Alternatives sector. The Center's specific

charge was to meet the training 'needs of faculty and parents,

to involve them in providing a number of alternatives at the

elementary and the secondary level; and to do it effectively,

to the end that we could prove that we were capable of judi-

ciously expending a significant amount of federal money to im-

prove educational opportunities for Minneapolis students.

A year later, the Southeast Teacher Center became the

Minneapolis Public Schools University of Minnesota Teacher Center

with new duties as well as a new relationship. The new Center,

operating with funds from both the school district and the uni-

versity, began to participate, in new curriculum development at

both the school and the college level, blending preservice and

inservice training. It became a broker to and of people and

7
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services between the two institutions. It provided new roles

for teachers and community people by way of temporary assign-

ments to the Center, to which they could go and examine and

determine, how better to meet the requirements imposed'upon them

as principals, consultants, teachers or students,or parents.

Now A satellite Teacher Center has been developed in the

East Area of Minneapolis, and it is that grant which Mark Tucker

.spoke of specifically. Teacher centers weren't invented in

Minneapolis - you know that. The unique aspect of the Minneapolis

.Teacher Centers, in my judgment, is that the consumer determines

to a great extent what it is that he or, she needs to be part of

a changing educational institution.

The consumers -- the teachers or principals or parents or

teacher aides -- decide what they need'to know and how they

f4r
, want to get it. Then, by SubmittinT;a brief written proposal,

they ask a grant-making, decision-making governing board of

their fellow teachers and parents for the mon4 and the means

to get the training they want. In the East Area, this governing

board is composed of eight parents selected from the community

(two from each of the four schools served by the Center), an

equal number of teachers, and one principal selected by his or

her colleagues from the four participating schools. This board

sets the guidelines. This board makes the decisions. We believe

\

there will be a multiplying effect in terms of the experiences

of those who ask the Center to arrange training opportunities.

Training is for varying periods of time dependent upon the

project.

This model encourages risk taking, because no one has to
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admif a professional deficiency to those higher in the adminis-

trative structure. I want to illustrate that in just a moment

by the chart. This model serves everyone -I teachers, aides,

principals, parents. All have a stake in it. They all have a

voice in its services and 'projects. This kind of ownership cap-

tures and motivates people as no other management strategy can,

in my-judgment. It gives strong support and impetus to efforts

to bring about major changes, and to preserve and press forward

on those major changes, which I believe have made Minneapolis

schools, to some degree, unique in terms of a relatively large

city!p public schools.

The Teacher Center serves as an "influence, agency" for the

development of the schools' programs; but it has no controlling

role over the administration of a given school/.

The goals of the district are easily assimilated in the

Centers. The Centers become support systems, helping systems,

to see that these goals are accomplished. An added bonus is

the potential ripple effect which we already have some evidence

of, but could not generalize from in terms of certainty.

These benefits, as set forth by those who are my colleagues

and are in the Teacher Centeridelivery system, include the po-

tential for developing a special university project where there

is a real trade-off of services and benefits between the Uni-

versity and the school district. The alienations and the dis-

tances have been too great, in my judgment, in the past.

NIE has made provision for documentation and analysis of

the East, Area Teacher Center project. I met last week with the

investigators, and I was imprssed with the intensity of their
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interrogatories and also with the knowledge they revealed,of the.

fact that public schools are different institutions andi need

special attentions and special arrangements.

I have some feelings of uneasiness that the evaluation will

not attempt to find out whether there was, in fact, an effect

on the students and how much more they learned than they might

have learned had we stayed with traditional patterns, although

we produce each year in our city aprofile of student performance

for every school. I don't place particular stock in that, al-
.

though our Students do as well as those in any'system - the key

is what individuals do within the system.

There is evidence also, again which can't be generalized,

of enthusiasm on th part of teachers and principals to get

training time in th Centers, that attitudinal change has come

about.

Now let me just show you on this chart how the Teacher

Centers fit into the system. This is the Minneapolis Schools,

\\ and starting at the left with the Minneapolis line is the Board

and the superintendent. Actually, I really think that in terms

of my involvement the parallel line over here should have the

University president, with whom we made thefirst contractual

arrangement, and the dean of the college would be working with

the deputy superintendent - that is my great colleague, Harry

Vakos.

All around is the total community, and I want to say to

you that increasingly our faculty and staff have learned how

to respond to a variety of demands on the part of community.

There is a comfortablenesd that never was existent before in

.)



terms of our people meeting, conferring an4 talking. In'some

situations, teachers perspective to a given school faculty have

been interviewed by parent groups. Principals in many cases%
recently have appeared before a parent''group - not that the

group was had the authority to make final decision, but rather

that it wantsto convey what is expected in terms of behavior

and attitude and approach to'those who aspire to become teachers

or principals in those given schools. In the last analysis,
V

the authority is with the superintendent and the School Board;

but ;the intervention is significant.
,

.Here, then, the community which elects eight people to'

the Teacher Center Board. Here is the West Area, here'is the

North Area, here is the East Area and here is the Southeast

Alternatives area: \That is, the school district with its four

geographic areas, with area superintendentP and a director of

the Sloutheast Alterntives:''The Southea t Alternatives Project

next September will be included in the-West Areal and this line

will be\dropped eut\i Here are the paraprofessionals and the
\

.

support personnel. Here are the teachers, principals and the

area superintendents. Obviously that should be inverted, but

in traditional ways that is the.lind and staff.

Here is the Teacher Center Board, drawing its authority

from the appointments of school adminiptration and the sanction

of the Board of Regents of the University and that President

through the Dean, and here it the central Teacher Center Board,

to which my colleague Fred Hayen, director of the University of

Minnesota/Minneapolis Public School Teacher Center, reports.

Here we hope other centers will be created to serve the



_North and West Areas.

The point I want to make is that this chart should show

easy access to training at any level and without' requirement

for lots of base touching. In other words, teachers can move

quite comfortably horizontally iiifhout going on up the structure

of the system. They file their own applications for admission.

They move laterally in. There isn't tremendous pressure imposed,

upon them. I am sure that the thoughtful teacher will touch

b4se with his or her principal. The thoughtful director will

Met an area superintendent know he or she is applying. There

"is a self- generating and creative and easy access through-these

openings into the Center. Once people get in, they may discover

I

that the principal from some school hai applied and is ini that

there are a couple of teacher aides, one parent and five Or
4 /

seven other teachers in for varying reasons to do their thing

for a week, two weeks, five weeks, seven weeks - it depends on
#

what the project is. I should saythat I do not mean "in"

literally, foralthough the Teacher Center arranges for train-

ing, the 'training takes place in a variety of locations and

siftings.
/

And, then there is easy access out and not a lot of tension

and pressure. The teacher, or theparaprOiessional, or the

parent - each has done what he or the wanted to do. Each has

done it, however, within the guidelines which are set forth

here, by the School Board. There will be no violation in terms

of letting people go n with an effort to disorient the major

thrust of the school ditrict'as set by the Board of Education.

But'there is, nonetheless, a high level of tolerance with9
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respect to what they may carry in as their purpose for study.

I think let it go at that with one statement further,

and that is that this transference of a governmental control

process does,, it seems to me, suggest a mucla. more viable way for

us to orient ourselves to the multitude of new tasks which are

imposed upon those of us in public education.

JBDicl 7/7/75
Superintendent's Office
Minneapolis Public Schools
Minneapolis, Minnesota

.7
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TABI I - I NsTizturto0m, OR JECTIVES

Sect ton 1: Basic Skills and Concepts
. 011111c:11m Planning' t.roup) z

.

. . - -
Uniq 1: Pl:nining,Objectmres .

.
. t

Tice user sill be able to:
e

Recognize hosiol:uumng objectives
11, differ from (3the)Ini. of oh-

., , . 4. ,itjg iVe!" Sree.thCa 1 h. instrud,
- t renal objects es, behavioral
object ives ,'Inn! prograif'objec-
tives.

..

2. Select and develop planning "
- objectives. " -

-

.-...

... .

Unit 2:. Prtorit ips and Ilmerical
Preference , for Planning Ob ject 1 ves

-_

The user will be able to:

1. VXZWItne I itc..rela t ionship he-
tween priorities and prefer-
enco assignments.

-

2. Recognize, Importance of
pricirities ii the evaluation of
a system's Perfomance.

..

3. Utilize -two alternative methods
. for assigning priorities to
planning objective's.. .

Unit 3: Program Structure
---

The user will,be able to:

1. Identify alternative says of
developing a pn)gmun structure.

2: Determine and develop criteria
that a school dktriet can use.._
to decide shich progr.et st r tic-
ture is sui table' for thew

. needs...,! .... _.. .._. ............ . ... ....r .

Units 4 I; S: Perrorryince Indicators
.

di !heir Usee.
.

'11d. user will be'able to:

1. !dent i fy a 1 tentative types of
performance criteria.

2. Compare the adVantages of using
performance indicators instead
of other perfonnance measures.

3. Draw strintiary conclusions
Iron r esul t s.

ce6tion 2:-..Beginning Iniplementation
. (Currie:111m Planning Group).

.
Unit 1: lbw toletelep Your Perfor-

.. taance InajC:ItQrS
.

The user wilt be able to:

1. Suggest an organizational struc-
titre for thetiell,. force Oriels
supports the elfective deyelop7
hvnt of perfoinunce_indiCators.

.

e'.,...
.1

2. Provide guidelines and consider-
rations for the development of
qual i ty-Cont mile-1 per romance
indicators and other related. .

- materials
, . .

Unit 2: lbw to.-.2kn for lire
Implemental-4.'00Year

-

The user will be fable to:
Y

1. Develop an implementation plan
for the use of-performance indi-
cators during the coming .

school year.
-

2. Develop a schedule which will
make the implementation pos-
sible. '

. -

.
.

-_-Ai

.

.
o

Section 3: Project %Imager
(Project t,tinager)

. . i

\ .
,- .

The user will:

1. Become familiar with the
undo,rlying assimit i O:1S upon .

ski& the comp-rehensive
{Harming process is based.-

Ji.

.2. Be able -to understand and
specify all'of Ow tasks
to be performed. f-'

..- '.
3. 13e able to determine Mot.

resources Will-lb needed:"
for the_project in toms
of personnel, time, etc.

4. Be able to estimate costs
and prepare a hild!tot.

0

S. Be able to monitor each -
step of the process (l-
fect ively.

-
e

.

0 ,_-.

-

__,.....

1 I
:......',..t.
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General Criteria

1. Willingness to establish a highly participatory doci s ion-
maki process; i .e. , involving those who have information
to contribute .and those-who will be responsible for imple-
menting the decisions made;

2. Willingnes to use Indicators of Performance for a minimum
-.of three years; assuming, of,course, that the staff is

willing;

3. Willingness to consider feasible alternatives to:existing
programs based,Ont the-recommendations of teachers, pr in-
cipals,- and other 'administrators which result from imple-
ment ing the planning effort;

--4Wi I 1 i ngness to commit an adequate budget for ,the effort;

S . WI 1 i i tigriess to have a 1 1 'Stall involved wit It Indicators of
Performance respond to RI3S evaluation and mom forbm forms
,so -tliat the planning process- may he improved.

Start Up and 1st Simmer Considerations

1. Agreement to assign an individual to be responsible for
managing; the Planning process for the 'district. -(This
individual is the Project Manager.) If only on6 curricti-J
laths -area is involved, 'this:person may he a curriculum
coordinator.

2. Agreement to jdentify and pay interested teachers and
principals k8 -:15 per curriculum area) to completea three-
day individualized introdtIction to the basic skills and
techniques involved'. (It is possible to divide the three-
day session into several segments..)

0
3. Agreement to al-low thp teachers and principals who com-

plete the introductory sess ion to develop per form:Ince
indicators and Teachet7,s' Manttals during ,a two week session
early in the slimmer.

4. Agreement to pay_ for the reproduction-costs connected with
printing performance indicators and 'Teachers' fklanua 1 s for
use in the school district during the coming school year.

0
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School Year Considerations

1. Agreement to involve all teachers Who voluntarily, decide

to participate during the- coming school year:

2, Agreement to allow classroom teachers to maintain confi-'

dentiality of information while principals receive summary

building-level information and the superintendent receives

summary district-levei information.

3.- It is suggested but not ,mandatory that the school district

use the dSta processing system developed in_conjunction

with this pi process.

4. Agi einent to be open to recommendations fot change made by

teachers and principals. 1g

J. Agreement to revise andreproduce performance indicators

and Teachers' Manuals for the coming 'year.

2nd- SUmmer and School Yeatt

1. Agreement to repeat the-planning-experience of the previous

year and to alloW teachers and _principals to participate

on a strictly voluntary-basis_

-2: Agreement to take action-on any-feasible reemnendations

for program improvement' der=ived 'from the recommendations

made by teachers and principals.

Probably- the most important of the criteria mentioned above is

the requirement for broad,0ed participation. It is essential that

those-who are involved in any change, especially those required to

implement it, be given the opportunity as well as the responsibility

to provide input-in the decision-making process.

Another strategy of great importance is assigning

who assumes responsibility for coordinhting the entire

a Project Manager,

planning effort.

Unless this organizing, coordinating, and_monitoring,function is per-

formed, no new effort can have a positive prOgnosis. The Project Manager

.1. 20
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takes' respons lb i I ity for the manigement
2
of a project3 to-insiitethat the

specified end state or capability is reached is/ithin the time, cost, and

performance specifications of that-project. The person who .acts as

.
.

-Project,Nlanager could be a teacher, a principal, a curriculum specialist,

or an assistant superintendent, depending.on the siie and scope of the
. ,

project- involved.

'4?

2Management involves four major functions!

1. planning activities

2. 'organizing people to perform the activities

3. motivating people to coordinate their efforts

4. controlling the process and the performance of the

project as it progresses.

3A-project is defined as an_effOtt iirhiCh has a gPecified.goal,-

starting and completion-dates, a definite budget, and a -Stated-Accep-

tahle performance:-
1!"V
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THE NESILAMINY EFFORT

In the following sections of -this paper, a detailed review,is pre-

sente&of the Neshaminy School- District dffort to initiate a- planning,
precess, together with a discussion of Oie 'effects to date of that

effort and the extent to which the objectives of this approach were
y ...: -

achieved. This review of the Neshaminy effort has been organized in

tenns of 'the topic's. listed below:

- Invol vement ;with Neshaminy, 0

- Participation by- Neshaminy Personnel

Attitudes of-District Planning Group and -Classrooni Teachers
=

Findings and = Results .fa Date at the District,
and--classfocim LevelS,

Initial Use of instructional Materials-:Sumniar_Y f Findings/

iRHS_ Involvement with _NeshaMily:

Prior' to the.,-involvement_pf Neshaminy -School _with- R13S, some

of the basic conceptS of the compfehensive-planning process were out- ,-._
.1.,-./-

I ._ 4- =,. , _- .,

= -tined- in a idoctoral dissertation. 'the procedures related 4On-413.0
.'_ .., ---..s :-.4,

a,p_lanning process badsTbeen- de_ Veloped in cooperation School....

=districts and extensive personal cent-act by members of" the RBS staff

flail been.-invelved. `-Instructional `materials -based on these first-hand

experieriCeS had been subjectedito technical review by staff =members from

Sanford, A Cost - Effectiveness -Evaluation Approach to
lmnroving_l eSOti S stel. Philadelphia:
-ReSen rch for Better .Sehools , Inc , January -,--1970.

IP
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various other school districts. The most critical' determination the

development team was trying to make during this period was to assess

the extent to which these materials could,be used/by -gchool district

personnel to initiate a.planning ptotess effectively without reliance

upon outside experts or consultants.

In an attempt to develop-information upon which to base this assess-

-mtnt, R13S instituted a search for a school district where district

personnel were willing,to take part in an experimental program and to

meet the criteria specified for using these materials. Personnel from

the-Neshaminy School District, profiled in-Table II below;-expressed

-interest in -this 'venture- .

TABLE IV-PROFILE OF TIT NESHAMINY SCHOOL DISTRICT

-Total_ District Population 60,000

Type of Area' Suburban

'grade DrOfile
7-9, 10712

Student t-Population

'Ethnic-Composition'

.

-Number of Bu i 1d i ngs : ;El ementary

Schools

High School

-School District Staff: Central office

Building Level

Total District Budget

1 13,500

Black 1%

White '08%

ether 1%

10

3

1_

28

$18,013;800_
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After initial discussions, representatives ef,RBS and the Neshaminy

School District executed the following' Letter of Intent:

April 18,_ 1972

The *pose of this letter is to document a4bint
arrangemebit between Neshaminy School District andResearth

for ktter Schools for the-use-of ComprehensiVe-Planning's
instructional materials_for_develeping performance indiCators.
This effort wouldistart in May of 1972 and would atdeast
continue-through school year 72-73.

Ike
. _

items are as -followS:
_

1. The general, acceptance by boith parties)of-the
crtteria-for providing a- school distrit with

" individualized self-instructional inatdrials
in -Comprehensive Planning listed on the

) attached pages.

2' Neshaminy SChool DistrICt_specifics_

a. to developl-pel-formance indicators in
mathematic4 from kindergarten through

twelfth /ride.

b, toy se these =indicators in at leaSt 2

,classes per grade level in the dis7_

/7 trict.
/-7

-Z c. to train-staff in- modules 1 and 2 of
Comprehensive Planning which would in-

vo ve 1 week activities prior to the

c10-e of school and 2 weeks during the

summer.
. ._

I--

d. to take resnonsibility for covering the

. costs of the project except as enumerated
under RBS section.

c. to,provide information to assist Research

for Better Schools to evaluate its product.
-,,-

3. Research for Better Schools specifics

a. to provide all self-instructional materials
and any assistance that may he necessary
to supplement the materials-.
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b. to collect information necessary for
evaluating'effectivehess of material.

c. -fo pay-$500.00 toward Neshaminy School
District's costs and to cover the data
processing costs of scoring the indica-
tors for uRto 1500 students in the
event that time kimitations'and other
constraints make it infeasible for the
district to incorporate this capability
on-their data prodessing systeM.

NFSHAMINY SCHOOL DISTRICT

BY:

TITLE:

" (DATE)

RESEARCH I:012 SCHOOLS, INC.

IW:

TITLE:

(DATIi)

:ring the first year, Neshaminy School District initiated curriculum

planning in Mhthematics. In view of the information sought, an attempt

.was made to keep contact between RBS staff members and district por-

sonner to,a minimum. Detailed records were maintained on all verbal

conmunication between Neshaminy and RBS indicating the type of contact,

the purpose, and the-people involved, until initial training had been

completed, performance indicators had been developed, and the perforMance

indicators developed.by the-district staff were being administered. As

91
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-indicated in Table III, less than seven_hours of verbal communication
A_ '.

took place in a periodiasting About Six an0 a half months. Over a

third of the communication time recorded was related to introducing

the OTopesal for cooperation between RBS and Neshaminy and discussing
_

the possibility of purSuing this effort. Another third of the com-

munication time recorded was related to collecting feedback on the suc-

cess, or lack. thereof, Neshaminy was experiencing with this apProach,
__-

to planning. Less than 2-i/2 hours of communication time were

_

actually required- for the-purposesofThroviding information not in-

uced in the instructional materials and resolving difficulties en-
,

countered. (Most of this time was spent correcting flaws which

the,Neshaiiiiny-staff had discovered in the instructional exercises.)

= Approximately eight communications recorded between-October, 1972

and June, 1973 Were-related to-data-processing techniques: During that

period, RBS was acting as liaison between personnel in Neshaminy and

the staff of the computer facility,- iii order -to provide a- quality control

check on the computer programs Iving developed. RBS staff members

visited Neshaminy twice in early 1973 when district personnel started

to expand their planning.capability to the Language Arts curriculum

area By 1973, there, were no longer any financial ties between

NesKantiny and RBS (see the Letter of Intent on page 16) and school

district personnel were in direct contact with the computer processing
,

facility. Thus, with less than three days of verbal communication

between Neshaminy School, District personnel and Research for Better



TABLE VERBAL C(N'1IJNICATION BETWEEN; NESH.AMINY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND RESEARCH FOR BETTER SCHOOLS

. Date Type of Contact-- Personnel

April 7,-102 Meeting (Neshaminy) Asst. Program Director, RBS
Planning Comp. Director,

RBS
Asst. Supt.
Principal

April 28 Meeting (Neshaminy) Planning Comp. Director,
RBS

Math. Coor.*

June 16 Meeting--(Neshniny)' 'Planning Comp. Director,_
RBS

2-Planning Coor., RBS
Math Curriculum Advisory

Cornittee (13 people)

shine 20

June 20

July 20

Telephone Math Planning
Comp. Director, RBS

Telephone Math Coor. to Planning
Coor. and Developer

Meeting (Phila.)

September 12 Telephone

September 22 Telephone

PlanAIng Comp. Director,

-RBS
Planning Coor.,,RBS
Developer, RBS
Math Coor.

Math Coor. to Planning
Coor., RBS

Math Coor. to Planning

Coor., RBS

Purpose Duration,

To introduce Comprehensive 1-1/2 hours

Planning and determine if
Neshaminy staff would be
interested in a joint'agree
ment to field test materials

To provide a general intro--
duction-to-comprehensive
4511ETiing and deliver a set

of.materials.

To affirm RBS support
to staff.

Question about budget
information in Basic
Skills and,Concepts

Manual.

Questions regarding exer-
cises in Units 3 and 5.

1 hour

20 minutes

30 minutes

30-minutes

General summation-of plan- 2 hours

ning activities to date
and debriefing on

activities.

Oral evaluation of Project
Manaigees Manual.

General questions about
data processing procedures.

*Selected by the district to act as Project.Manager_for the planning4effort.

TOTAL

20 minutes

20-minutes

_6-1/2 hours
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Schools staff members_over-a-two-year period,-the Neshaminy staff

---
successfully initiated a_planning effort which had been expanded to.

involve 300 staff members in 14 buildings in two curriculum areas.

Participation by Neshaminy Personnel

Participation by Neshaminy School District personnel over.the two-

year effort to initiate a planning capability is detailed in Table-lV.

During the first year, 5% of the district's teachers- participate(! in

.the planning effort, which was initiated in the curriculum area of

Mathematics. During the second year, when the planning effort was

expanded to include the curriculum area of language Arts, more than

Ig_of_the district's teachers were voluntary participants in this

-project. -These participants included teachers from every building in

the district, from six grade levels ranging from third to tenth grade.

Attitudes of District Planning Group and Classroom Teachers

The diftrict Mathematics planning group, which developed the .K-12

-performance indicators, acquired skills. which few or them had possessed
=w-

to any degree before using these instructional materials. Their re-

-sponse to the planning proces§=was highly positive, especially after

they saw the--'end products which were developed. The planning group

included members from each of the fourteen schools in the district, Who

provided important contacts between the planning group and the'class-

room-teachers and the_principals in the various district -=schools.
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i.XP11NS11.1N (11: NliS11A1414Y SO.1(1)1. pLANNirIG 1:11:(n.

1972 'I ") 1074

CURRICKIIM
AREA YR.

C1RRIC11111M

PIANNINq
CROUP

NO./P051 il ( AN

-------

GRADE

LIWEIS
INflUENCED

NUMBER-OF-
TPAG1ERS
PAltICIPATING

NUMBER OF
BUILDINGS
RliPRESIMED

NUMBER-OF
STUDENTS
INVOLVED

MAUD Jx1A,ri CS

.

1

o._

7

2

to

l)

3

9

7

3

to

1

9

7

12 - Teachers

1 - Curriculttm ,

Coordinator

2 - Principals

11)

3rd

Gth ,

'8th

9th

10th

21

19

,2

---
Total 50

23

27

3

9

-8

6

2

.

10
.

10

3

\
-

Tbtal 14

572
.

526

_-z_,64

171

117_

-

otal -1450

14 Teachers

1 - Curriculum
coordinator

2-- Principals

17

3rd

Gth

7th

8th

9th

10th

10-

10

3

3

3

1-

646

744

91

563

411

457

Tothl -79 Total 14 Total 2912

-------'--

.-----,--

LANGUAGE MIS

1

9

7

2

1

9

7

3

1

7
7

to

9

7

4

.

.

.

----

.

.

,
.

15 - Teacher~

1 - Curriculum
Coral ina t or

1 Principal

-.

.. ._
17

4th

-,

, 7th

_
10th-

.

3 24

9-

8...._
Total 41

10

3

1

Tot }11 14

675

884

7(0
.._

Total zns
- -- ---

.
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Planning group rembprs were impressed by the way in which test

(perfariiiiince) items could be developed which were based upon the specific

planning objectives outlined for each of the K-12 grade leVb1s.

They began to see how useful such a tool could he in supplying informa-
.

tion directly to various staff members.

Members of the planning group met during the School Year to review

the results of the fall and spring administration of performance indi-

cators,- Again their response during this review was positive, as they

attempted to analyze the collected data.

During the summer of 1973, members of the Mathematics planning

:,group conducted-a full-scale review of specific items. This analysN

resulted in a ntunber of changeS: (I) various indicator items were

added, deleted, or altered, (2) content objectives were shifted from

one grade level to another, and (3) suggestions were developed to assist

classroamteachers in better meeting the stated objectives.

Performance indicators, were-also developed for
additional grade

levels during the stunner of `11973.

A

The classroom teachers %4o used the performance indicatotS were

also enthusiastic, since these instruments enable- them to determine

class mastery of concepts in the fall and measure class progress during

-the school year.. This approach is tremendously valuable, since it

-assists teachers in- determining how best to
allocate the instructional

time available: Members of the Mathematics planning group and-_.the

Project Manager offered their'personal
assistance to any classroom

orI i
.%/4,-)10



teachers who needed help. Tea

planning process also were p

Before the spring admi

teachers are encouraged t

chers' Manuals
c%

developed as a part of -thy

rovided for the ciass'room teachers.

nistratiOn of the performance indicators,

o divide their classes into three equaimachieve--

ment""groups (upper, middle, lower). In this way, teachers can deter--

Mine how successful they have been with their own classes, teaching

students at the various achievement levels. Neshaminy teachers con-
.

sAdered tkis a.valu

Since perfon

tary basis, tea

able approach.

nance indicators are administered' on a strictly volun-

her acCeptance of their use has been excellent. They

report that, although it is time-consuming to administer the indicaIors

t

and score th

back suppl

the indiv

for his

same c

tota

le

S

e results, the effort is worthwhile because of the feed-

led. They support the confidentiality of data which protects

idual teachers. Each individual teachT: sees only the results

own classroom, together with total district results for the

urriculuin area at the same grade level. Each principal sees

1 results for all classes in his building at each subject :and grade

vell, together with total district results by grade level' ?Er the_

erne curriculum areas. Members of the central office staff sec only the

district results.

in summary, members of the planning group, classroom teachers,

Flilding principals, and central office staff all reported positively

regarding the use of the performance indicators'in the Nesham'ny School

District:

0
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Findings to Date at the District, Building and Classroom Levels

The importance or planningf.becomes obVious when a problem arises

and it is already too late either to anticipate all of its ramifica-

tier's or to collect data upon which an appropriate solution can he
. -

-,based. Although many of the advantages which accrue from the time and

resources invested in planning only become apparent over time, some

benefits are immedilite. The findings outlined below were recognized by

Neshaminy School District personnel as they initiated their planning

activities. Findings- and
0
planning process difficulties or concerns

it
are listed at the district building, and classroom levels.

District Level

1. It wigs discoveiRd that the i%tructional tIppreach being

used was. de- emphasizing basic rote mathedatic skills

well below the priority established for that planning

objective.

2. The Neshaniiny Mathdiriatics Curriculum Advisory CoMmitteO
related th6opla4ing%objeCtives they had developed to the

Mathematics course of study outline which they had previous-

. ly_beerOworking oni, The documents produced as a- result of

this_additipnal work were:

Prel#1inaryNition Course of Study for Pre-Algebra
MathematicSLand.7th and 8th Grade Mathematics

Algebra T.

Algebra II

Algebra All

3. Content objectives were 'moved, to more appropriate grade

levels.

, 4. Suggestions were developed to assist teachers in carrying

out difficult content objectives.

98
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Planning Concerns

1. Scoring individual tests and transferring items to scoring

sheets is a time-consuming process. Means are being

explored to proville students with multiple choice answers,

2. It May-not be necessary to test all studerits at each level

or building each year.- A monitoring system should be

devised to focus on specific areas.

3. The duplication and distribution of materials presents

aMajor problem. Extra staff.(temporary)
are needed to

accomplish the tas1;:cluickly.

Building Level

1. During the school year, high school students tended to

forget the Math taught the previous year; that is, they

performed better on review items on the pre-indicator than

on the post-indicatOr.

_

Planning Concerns

. Building principals need information about the specific

purposes for using performance,indicators. They need

assistance in determining how to allocate resources

(human and material) in_remediating specific deficiencies

which have-been identified.

Classroom Level

1. Teachers saw the need to review the learning environment

in the classroom, as
wellas to deal with individual student

problems.

2. Teachers were spending too much time on material previbus,

ly taught.

3. Some of the traditional approaches being used did not

produce
4
the desired achievement. New approaches were

developed to assist students in master ing.particularly

difficult concepts.

29
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Planning concerns

1. Si nee- the program i s vo I unt ; ry, there i s a good chance
that the teacher:;,who wait most from partici-
pating will choose not to participate.

2. Some teachers view the perforcime indicator as an in-
dividual. diagnostic too l rat her than as the group in-
strument it is. This point must be emphasized in future,
planning sessions.

Initial Use of Instructional MaterialsSummary of Findings

Members of the Neshamiy Mathematics atrricultini Advisory Conanitte,

a standing committee under the direction of Fred 'Stewart, District

Mathematics and Science Coordinator, met to discuss initiating_a

planning process in the district and to evaluate instructional materials

developed by Research for Better Schools to. guide such an effort.

THrteen- teachers and two principals attended two sessionS held, iii June

and August of 1972.

At the end of June, this committee met as 0 planning group for

one NH day and five afternoons to cover the material presented in

the Basic Skills and Concepts manual. (The material covered in this

inute;i is had been p 1 1 ot-tested and subsequent I y rev i .

In mid -August , the committee spent two weeks con.,1 met ing perform-

ance indicators in accordance with the instruct iona I materials presented

in the Beginning Implementation manual.

The Basic Skills and concepts manual was considered understandhble,

hOwever, members of the planning group did not fully grasp the concepts

presented until they had completed all five units. Some uncertainty is
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to'be expected and, indeed, may even be (16sirable, when new concepts are

being presented.

Units 1, 2, and 4 were rated highly on Overall understandability and

clarity; members of the planning group discovered inaccuracies in the

answees to exercises in Units 3 and 5, and those units were appropriately

revised,

in :general, the reSpondent:;Were "very satisfied" with the two weeks

they spent using the liginni9g,Implementation_ manual' This effort resulted

_ in the construction of HatheMatics perfonnance.indicators for grades K-I2.
e .

They indicated that the steps involved in indicator construction were

clearly explained and that ample time had been allotted. 1,urthennorei,

several of the planning group members were pleased by the exchange ollisleas'

among all those participating. Group members felt that their goal 61

-creating a product which could be used in- evaluating district performance

had' bemaccomplished.

The 4tality control procedures mid the item feasibility information

were considered particularly helpful by the planning group. -Group-members-

did not find the performance indicator diagram particularly helpful and

used a format more familiar to them for recording items. The appendices

were considered a valuable source of future information.
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SUIVARY

The experience of the Nesham*ny School District indicates that a

planning process can be initiated at the school district level with minimal

assistance from outside personnel. Instructional materials developed by

the Administering for Change Program of.Research,for Better Schools, Inc,

can be used to help structure such 4. planningApiocess, while the

tive remains with the district.

Through the two-year effort described, the Neshaminy School District

successfully initiated a planning system in two curriculUm areas with

minimal outside help and now has a planning capability which, if desired,

can .be expanded to include additional grades and other curriculum areas..

The major problems encountered by Neshaminy personnel involved si:cortng and,

`production difficulties; minor changes in the planning amiroach are expected

to solve these problems. Neshaminy School District staff at all levels have

responded to this new capability in an overwhelmingly positive wayi and

various curriculum changes have already been instituted in an attempt to

have the material taught relate more directly to the objectives developed.


